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Abstract: A new kind of gold-coated hexagonal photonic crystal fiber polarization filter is designed
in this paper. The filtering properties can be adjusted through varying the structural parameters.
With the 25.60 nm gold film thickness, the losses of the respective modes of Y and X-polarized core
mode at 1550 nm are 1024.84 and 0.12 dB/cm with the loss ratio of 8540.33 between two polarizations.
However, the losses of Y and X-polarized core mode at 1310 nm are 682.14 and 0.03 dB/cm, and the
loss ratio is 22,738 with the gold film thickness of 55.30 nm. That indicates that the proposed filter
has a higher loss ratio. Moreover, the crosstalk value with the fiber length of 200 µm at 1550 and
1310 nm are 178.01 and 118.49 dB, respectively. The bandwidths with crosstalk value greater than
20 dB are 640 and 180 nm. The designed polarization filter represents good filtering characteristics
and allows great fabrication tolerances. Therefore, the designed hexagonal filter can be well applied
in the domain of optical fiber communication.

Keywords: polarization filter; surface plasmon resonance; photonic crystal fiber; gold-coated; crosstalk

1. Introduction

Photonic crystal fiber (PCF) has drawn people’s attention because of its unique trans-
mission properties, which the conventional optical fibers cannot obtain. The porous
structure of PCF cladding makes it possible to fill various functional materials, such as
ethanol, graphene, liquid crystal, magnetic fluid, argon, metal, etc. The fusion of functional
materials and PCF also greatly broadens the application function of PCF, and provides a
new channel for the realization of new PCF devices. In particular, as the air holes of PCF
cladding with metal material are served as the defect core, once the phase of the incident
light in the PCF core mode (CM) is matched with that of the surface plasmon mode (SPM),
the light intensity in the CM would be transferred to the defect core, which is called a
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) effect [1]. The confinement loss (CL) of the CM at the
phase-matching wavelength, that is, the resonant wavelength, increased rapidly. Based on
this, various PCF sensors [2,3], polarizers [4–6] and polarization filters [7–22] on account of
SPR have been designed.

Thus far, many researchers have carried out a lot of research on the polarization
filters based on PCF combined with metal materials. In 2006, Kuhlmey et al. numerically
simulated the conduction characteristics of metal film coated PCF by multipole method [12].
In 2008, Lee et al. realized selective filling of the gold nanowires in the air holes of
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polarization-maintaining PCF cladding [13]. In 2011, the different gold-filling formats of
the PCF are used to realize great polarization filtering transmission by Nagaski et al. [14].

In order to better separate the loss peak of the two orthogonal polarization directions
of CM of the polarization filter, the commonly used method is to introduce “asymmetric
factor”. The asymmetry factor can be introduced by changing the arrangement or structural
parameters of pores around PCF core or defective core. That can cause birefringence
around the PCF core or defect core, and the mode refractive indices of the two orthogonal
polarization directions are no longer equal. Based on this idea, a large number of PCF
polarization filters are designed. In 2013, Xue et al. designed a PCF polarization filter
with a Y-polarized CM loss of 508 dB/cm at 1310 nm, and the loss ratio of Y-polarized
CM to X-polarized CM is 20 [15]. In 2015, Liu et al. proposed a broadband square PCF
single polarization filter with an SPR effect. The respective losses of Y-polarized CM are
452.4 and 102 dB/cm at 1310 and 1550 nm, and the relevant losses of X-polarized CM are
only 0.9 and 0.8 dB/cm [16]. In 2016, a rhombic plasmonic PCF single polarization filter
with the respective losses of 630.20 and 36.90 dB/cm for Y and X-polarized CM around
1550 nm were designed by Dou et al. [17]. In 2017, Wang et al. investigated a gold-filled
PCF single polarization single-mode filter. The losses of X-polarized CM can reach to
126.10 and 326.30 dB/cm at 1310 and 1550 nm, while that of X-polarized CM are 0.08 and
1.20 dB/cm, respectively [18]. In 2018, Wang et al. designed a new ultra-wide bandwidth
square PCF polarization filter with a Y-polarized CM loss of 718.87 dB/cm at 1550 nm, and
the loss ratio of Y-polarized CM to X-polarized CM is 756.71 [19]. In the same year, the
respective losses at 1310 and 1550 nm for X-polarized CM based on a gold-filled hexagonal
PCF polarization filter are 251.26 and 224.45 dB/cm, while the relevant Y-polarized CM
losses of 13.76 and 3.59 dB/cm were obtained by Lu et al. [20]. In 2019, Zhao et al. designed
a semi-hourglass plasmonic PCF polarization filter, which reveals the respective losses
of 1304.02 and 3.96 dB/cm for Y and X-polarized CM at 1550 nm with 18.70 nm Au film
thickness [21]. In 2020, Zhang et al. represented a high intensity polarization filter with a
high bandwidth of 990 nm based on a diamond-shaped PCF structure, which can obtain
the losses of 563.29 dB/cm and 3.75 dB/cm for the respective Y and X-polarized CM at
1550 nm [22]. According to the current reports, the designed polarization filter using the
above method can effectively make the loss peaks of both polarized CM locate at different
wavelengths. However, the coupling between the CM and SPM will inevitably occur in
both horizontal and vertical polarizations. Therefore, the loss ratio in both polarizations of
the reported PCF polarization filter is still not very large, and the filter needs a longer fiber
length to achieve a wider bandwidth, which are the main limited factors of the polarization
filters widely used in the optical fiber communication system.

In this paper, a new style of gold-coated hexagonal PCF polarization filter is designed.
The filtering properties with varying PCF structural values of d1, d2, d3, d4 and t are
numerically simulated by taking advantage of full vector finite element method (FVFEM).
The loss of Y-polarized CM around 1550 and 1310 nm are 1024.84 and 682.14 dB/cm,
respectively, but that of X-polarized CM is very small with the 25.60 and 55.30 nm gold film
thickness. This means that the designed filter has a higher loss ratio, and single polarization
filtering at both 1550 and 1310 nm is realized. The Crosstalk (CT) value shows that the
presented hexagonal PCF polarization filter has a broadband filtering bandwidth with
a shorter PCF length. Moreover, the proposed polarization filter has good fabrication
tolerances, because the ±1% deviations of the structural parameters will not affect the
properties of the filter.

2. Structure Design

The cladding structure of the presented PCF polarization filter arranged in hexagonal
pattern contains four layers air holes as shown in Figure 1. To obtain the much higher
birefringence, the asymmetric factor is introduced in the proposed design. It is due to that,
that higher birefringence can effectively separate the resonance point of two polarized CM
with SPM. A larger loss difference between the Y and X-polarized CM can be achieved for a
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strong asymmetric PCF structure, which is a benefit for the single polarization filtering. Two
large air holes with d1 are distributed on both sides of the core. The respective structural
values of the outer diameter and the thickness of the gold-coated holes are denoted as d4
and t. The two air holes with d2 lie between the fiber core and the gold film hole. The
two large air holes with d3 are distributed on both sides of the gold film hole. The spacing
between neighboring air holes is 2 = 2 µm. The remaining air holes are identical with
d = 1.20 µm.

Figure 1. Cross-sectional schematic of the designed PCF polarization filter.

Two large air holes d1 and d3 are, respectively, set on both sides of the fiber core and
the gold-coated hole region, which can effectively increase the asymmetry of the fiber
and improve the resonant coupling between the CM and SPM in a single polarization
direction. Two slightly enlarged air holes d2 of the proposed filter form a bridge between
the two kinds of modes. This setting of this structure can form a strong polarization
filter transmission.

The silica is chosen as a substrate material of the presented PCF. The refractive index
of silica is subjected to its Sellmeier equation, which is represented by [23]:

n(λ) =

√
1 +

B1 · λ2

λ2 − C1
+

B2 · λ2

λ2 − C2
+

B3 · λ2

λ2 − C3
(1)

here, λ is the light wavelength, and its unit is µm. The Sellmeier coefficients of B1, B2, B3,
C1, C2 and C3 are found in Table 1. Using the Sellmerier equation of silica in our simulation
analysis, the refractive index of silica varies with wavelength, so the material properties of
silica in the designed filter have been considered.

Table 1. The parameters in the Sellmeier equation.

B1 B2 B3 C1 (µm2) C2 (µm2) C3 (µm2)

0.6961663 0.4079426 0.8974794 0.00467914826 0.0135120631 97.9340025
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Gold is used as filling material, and its relative dielectric constant is expressed by
using the Drude–Lorentz model [24]:

εm = ε∞ −
ω2

D
ω(ω + jγD)

−
∆ε · Ω2

L(
ω2 − Ω2

L
)
− jΓLω

(2)

here, ε∞ is the high frequency dielectric constant. ∆ε is a weighting coefficient. ω is
the angular frequency of the light. ωD and γD are the plasma frequency and damping
frequency, respectively. ΩL is the frequency of the Lorentz oscillator. ΓL is the spectral
width of the Lorentz oscillator. The corresponding coefficient parameters of gold are set as
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The parameters of gold.

ε∞ ωD/2π(THz) γD/2π(THz) Ω/2π(THz) ΓL/2π(THz) ∆ε

5.9673 2113.60 15.92 650.07 104.86 1.09

During the process of numerical simulation, in order to reduce the radiation loss, the
perfectly matched layer and scattering boundary conditions are employed. The dispersion
distribution between two kinds of modes are analyzed through the FVFEM-based soft-
ware. The computation area is discretized with triangular subdomains and meshed with
25,360 number of smallest elements. The CL of the fiber mode is calculated by using the
imaginary part of effective refractive index (Im(neff)) [25]:

α(x, y) = 8.686 × 2π

λ
× Im

(
ne f f

)
× 104 (3)

here, the unit of α(x, y) is dB/cm.

3. Numerical Simulation and Results Analysis

The optimal parameters d1 = 2.40 µm, d2 = 1.38 µm, d3 = 1.80 µm, d4 = 2.20 µm,
t = 25.60 nm and t = 55.30 nm are obtained during a time consuming process. Figure 2
shows the loss and Re(neff) of CM and SPM with two different t in the left and right
arises, respectively. From Figure 2a, when t is 25.60 nm, the Re(neff) of Y-polarized CM
has intersection with that of Y-polarized SPM at 1550 nm, where SPR effect happened
due to the phase-matching between them. Furthermore, in the Y-polarized direction, CM
and SPM have the same loss, which indicates that complete coupling has occurred [26].
However, the coupling strength of both X-polarized CM and SPM is very low, and the loss
spectrum appears flat. The respective losses of both Y and X-polarized CM are 1024.84
and 0.12 dB/cm around 1550 nm with a large loss ratio of 8540.33 in both polarizations.
Figure 2b shows that the Re(neff) of Y-polarized CM has intersection with that of Y-polarized
SPM at 1310 nm as t is 55.30 nm. Besides, Y-polarized CM has the resonance peak with
maximum loss, when a complete coupling between CM and SPM occurs. Similarly, in the
X-polarized direction, the coupling is weak and no loss peak appears. The losses of 682.14
and 0.03 dB/cm for the respective Y and X-polarized CMs are achieved at 1310 nm, and
the loss ratio is 22,738.

In order to better illustrate the effectiveness of the exhibited structure in increasing
loss ratio of the two orthogonal polarization directions, the loss and distribution of the
electric field of CM with different values of d3 are analyzed. Figures 3 and 4 show the
corresponding distribution of the electric field of Y-polarized CM and the losses of two
polarized CM with d3 = 1.40, 1.60, 1.80 µm and d1 = 2.40 µm, d2 = 1.38 µm, d4 = 2.20 µm,
t = 25.60 nm. The loss peak wavelength is 1740, 1600 and 1550 nm, respectively. From
Figures 3 and 4, as the value of d3 increases, the distance between the gold film hole and the
two air holes with d3 decreases, the designed structure can effectively prevent the diffusion
of the electromagnetic field intensity from the core to the metal surface, and the energy
is concentrated in a certain area of the metal surface. Additionally, the mode coupling
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method has also changed, that is, the CM is no longer coupled with the second-order SPM,
but it is only coupled with a part of the second-order SPM. The energy does not spread to
other regions. Therefore, the coupling strength in the Y-polarized direction will be stronger.
On the other hand, it effectively blocks the coupling channel between the CM and SPM in
the X-polarized direction. Therefore, the intensity of the X-polarized loss decreases as d3
increases. This results in the loss difference and loss ratio of the designed PCF polarization
filter being very large.

Figure 2. Loss and the real part of effective refractive index (Re(neff)) of CM and SPM as t is (a) 25.60 nm and
(b) 55.30 nm, respectively.

Figure 3. Distribution of the electric field of Y-polarized CM varied with d3 = (a) 1.40, (b) 1.60, (c) 1.80 µm and d1 = 2.40 µm,
d2 = 1.38 µm, d4 = 2.20 µm, t = 25.60 nm.

Figure 4. Loss of (a) X-polarized and (b) Y-polarized CM varied with d3 = 1.40, 1.60, 1.80 µm and d1 = 2.40 µm, d2 = 1.38 µm,
d4 = 2.20 µm, t = 25.60 nm.
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Figure 5 shows the distribution of the electric field of X-polarized CM, Y-polarized
CM, and Y-polarized SPM at 1550 and 1310 nm with the complete coupling between Y-
polarized CM and SPM. From Figure 5, whether at 1310 nm or 1550 nm, the distributions
of these three kinds of modes are similar. The electromagnetic field intensity of X-polarized
CM is confined to the PCF core, while that of Y-polarized CM is transferred to the SPM.
Moreover, the electric field distributions of both Y-polarized CM and SPM are essentially
the same. That indicates when the light with the wavelength of 1550 nm or 1310 nm is
transmitted for a certain distance, the light intensity distribution in Y-polarized direction
is attenuated seriously, but the X-polarized light still retains a high energy. Therefore, the
single polarization filter is realized.

Figure 5. Distribution of the electric field of (a,d) X-polarized CM, (b,e) Y-polarized CM, and (c,f) Y-polarized SPM at 1550
and 1310 nm as the complete coupling occurs.

In the following section, the analysis results in Figure 6 show that the polarization
filter characteristics vary with different d1, d2, d3, d4, and t values. As shown from Figure 6a,
the peak wavelength experiences a red shift by increasing d1 from 2.20, 2.40 to 2.60 µm.
It should also be noted that the peak intensity of Y-polarized CM increases firstly and
then decreases as d1 increases. This is because the further increase of d1 results in the
light constrained weakly in the core, which makes the coupling between them weak and
the peak intensity reduce. Hence, the peak wavelength and intensity of the loss can be
coarsely adjusted by selecting appropriate d1. Figure 6b shows the loss of Y-polarized CM
varied with d2 = 1.30, 1.35 and 1.40 µm. From Figure 6b, the peak wavelength decreases
from 1850 to 1500 nm by increasing d2 values from 1.30 to 1.40 µm. Furthermore, the peak
intensity of Y-polarized CM increases obviously with increasing d2. Therefore, the peak
wavelength and intensity can be coarsely tuned with selecting proper d2. Figure 6c shows
the loss of Y-polarized CM varied with d3 = 1.60, 1.70 and 1.80 µm. From Figure 6c, the
peak wavelength is 1600, 1570 and 1550 nm when d3 is 1.60, 1.70 and 1.80 µm, respectively.
Moreover, the peak intensity of Y-polarized CM increases slightly as d3 increases. It can
be seen from the above analysis that the peak wavelength and intensity of the loss do not
obviously change with the increase of d3. Therefore, the peak wavelength and intensity can
be fine-tuned by adjusting d3 appropriately. Figure 6d shows the loss of Y-polarized CM
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varied with d4 = 2.10, 2.15 and 2.20 µm. From Figure 6d, the peak wavelength of Y-polarized
CM shifts to shorter wavelength, that is, from 1780 to 1550 nm with d4 increasing from
2.10 to 2.20 µm. Meanwhile, the peak intensity of Y-polarized CM increases from 846.74
to 1024.84 dB/cm with the increase of d4. Therefore, the peak wavelength and intensity
can be coarse adjusted by using the appropriate d4. Figure 6e shows the loss of Y-polarized
CM varied with t = 22, 26 and 30 nm. From Figure 6e, the peak wavelength of CM shifts to
shorter wavelength with the increase of t, but the movement speed slows down gradually.
This is because the Re(neff) of SPM decreases with increasing t, but that of CM does not
alter distinctly, which generates the blue-shift of the phase-matching point. Furthermore,
the increasing t value decreases the peak intensity of Y-polarized CM. That is why the light
has difficulty penetrating it as the gold film is too thick, which makes the coupling between
CM and SPM weaken. Therefore, the peak wavelength and intensity of the loss can be
roughly adjusted by tuning t properly.

Figure 6. Loss of Y-polarized CM varied with different (a) d1, (b) d2, (c) d3, (d) d4, and (e) t, and other parameters
kept unchanged.
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CT is a key indicator to reflect the property of the filters, which determines the effect
on the unnecessary polarization mode. The available bandwidth of the filters is defined as
a band with a CT value greater than 20 dB or less than −20 dB. The relationship between
the CT value and fiber length can be represented by the following formula [27,28]:

CT = 20lg
{

exp
[(

αy − αx
)

L
]}

(4)

here, L is the PCF length. The unit of the CT and L is dB and µm, respectively.
Figure 7 shows the CT value varied with L = 100, 200, and 300 µm as the PCF is

arranged with the optimal structural parameters. From Figure 7, it is clear that the CT
value reaches to the peak both at 1550 and 1310 nm. As L is increased from 100 to 300 µm,
whether at 1550 nm or 1310 nm, both the peak of the CT value and the bandwidth with a
CT value greater than 20 dB are increased. The available bandwidth is 280 nm, and the
maximum CT value is 89.01 dB at 1550 nm when L is 100 µm in Figure 7a. The CT value is
greater than 20 dB in all bands as L is more than 300 µm. From Figure 7b, as L is 100 µm,
the available bandwidth is 90 nm, and the maximum CT value is 59.24 dB around 1310 nm.
In contrast to the previously reported filter, the presented filter with shorter lengths reveals
higher CT value and wider bandwidth. The results show that the designed polarization
filter can achieve a strong filtering performance both at the communication wavelength of
1550 and 1310 nm.

Figure 7. CT value varied with different L when d1 = 2.40 µm, d2 = 1.38 µm, d3 = 1.80 µm, d4 = 2.20 µm, (a) t = 25.60 nm and
(b) t = 55.30 nm.

Figure 8 shows the CT value varied with different d1, d2, d3, d4 and t in the case of
L = 100 µm. From Figure 8, the structural parameters have the same influence on the CT as
loss value. The CT value has the same change rule as the loss by varying d1. As d2, d3 and d4
increase, the CT value increases. The increase of t causes the CT value to decrease linearly.

To comprehensively demonstrate the performance of the achieved filter, the compari-
son between the designed filter and the previously reported filters is made. Table 3 shows
the results for resonance wavelength, loss, loss ratio, filter length and bandwidth. The
simulation results in Table 3 reveal that the realized loss ratio is 8540.33 and 22,738, and the
obtained filtering bandwidth at 1550 and 1310 nm is 640 and 180 nm with a fixed length of
200 µm, respectively. The comparison results show that, whether at 1310 or 1550 nm, the
designed PCF polarization filter with more miniaturization realizes a higher loss ratio and
wider filtering bandwidth. Therefore, the comparison of many parameters shows that our
proposed polarization filter has better performance.
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Figure 8. CT value varied with different (a) d1, (b) d2, (c) d3, (d) d4 and (e) t.

Table 3. Comparison results between the proposed filter and the previously reported filter.

Ref. Resonance
Wavelength

Y-Polarized
Loss

X-Polarized
Loss

Loss
Ratio

Filter
Length Bandwidth

9 1550 nm 433.65 dB/cm 2.64 dB/cm 164.26 4000 µm 150 nm
10 1420 nm 1.13 dB/cm 692.25 dB/cm 612.61 1000 µm 830 nm
17 1550 nm 630.20 dB/cm 36.90 dB/cm 17.10 2000 µm 220 nm
19 1550 nm 718.87 dB/cm 0.95 dB/cm 756.70 300 µm 360 nm
22 1550 nm 563.29 dB/cm 3.75 dB/cm 150.21 5000 µm 990 nm

our filter
1550 nm 1024.84 dB/cm 0.12 dB/cm 8540.33 200 µm 640 nm
1310 nm 682.14 dB/cm 0.03 dB/cm 22738 200 µm 180 nm

There are usually two steps to make the proposed hexagonal PCF polarization fil-
ter. First of all, the hexagonal PCF is realized based on the improved stack and draw
method [29,30]. Secondly, the selective coated gold film in the air hole is carried out by wet
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chemical deposition, and the gold film thickness can be controlled accurately [4,31]. It is
inevitable that the structural parameters change slightly in the process of PCF fabrication.
Figure 9 shows the variety of CT value with ±1% tolerances of the main structural parame-
ters. The ±1% deviations of d2 have a small influence on CT value, and ±1% tolerances of
d1 and t have no influence. Furthermore, the PCF polarization filter still has a high loss
ratio, large CT values and a wide filtering bandwidth under ±1% deviations.

Figure 9. CT value varied with the ±1% tolerances of (a) d1, (b) d2 and (c) t.

In view of the application of the proposed PCF single polarization filter. The splice loss
between the proposed device and the traditional single-mode fibers (SMFs) is considerable.
The splice loss of this designed fiber to a SMF with a mode filed diameter (MFD) of
10 µm is around 7.33 dB at 1.55 µm, which can be further controlled either by the splice-
free interconnection techniques [32] or using fusion splicing by repeated arc discharges
techniques [33]. According to the reference [34], this splice loss can also be overcome if this
PCF structure is coupled with the SMF with the MFD less than 10 µm.

For the spatial optical path coupling in the experiment, a laser beam is emitted from
the laser, firstly using one lens to collimate, then using another lens to focus, using a
high-precision potential shifting platform and other devices to adjust the position of the
proposed PCF polarization filter to improve the coupling efficiency of spatial optical path
and achieve the mode field matching.

4. Conclusions

A novel gold-coated hexagonal PCF polarization filter with a high loss ratio is pro-
posed and studied. Numerical simulation results show that d1, d2, d4 and t have greater
influence on the peak wavelength and intensity of the loss, but d3 has smaller impact
on that. The CM and SPM can be completely coupled at the wavelength of 1550 nm in
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Y-polarized direction, where the respective losses of Y and X-polarized CM are 1024.84 and
0.12 dB/cm with a high loss ratio of 8540.33. Nevertheless, only as t is changed to 55.30 nm,
the respective losses of Y and X-polarized CM at 1310 nm are 682.14 and 0.03 dB/cm, and
the loss ratio reaches to 22738. The filtering bandwidths with a fixed length of 200 µm
at 1550 and 1310 nm are 640 and 180 nm, respectively. The above results also show that
the designed PCF polarization filter has larger loss ratio of Y to X-polarized CM, and
wider filtering bandwidth with a shorter PCF length. The structure deviation analysis
shows that the polarization filter have good fabrication tolerances. Therefore, the designed
hexagonal PCF polarization filter will inevitably be extensively put into use in the optical
fiber communication system.
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